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ARRANGING A TRANSPORT SERVICE FOR A USER BASED ON THE

ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL OF THE USER

BACKGROUND

[0001] A transport service arrangement system can provide a platform to enable

users t o request transport services through use of computing devices. For example,

a transport service arrangement system can process requests for transport services

by determining services providers to perform the transport services for the

requesting users based on a plurality of different factors or conditions. However,

because a transport service arrangement system can operate on a real-time or on-

demand basis, in many cases, a user must plan in advance before actually making a

request for a transport service.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] FIGS. 1A and I B illustrate example systems to arrange a transport service

for a user, under an embodiment.

[0003] FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate example methods for arranging a transport

service for a user, according to an embodiment.

[0004] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating portions of the methods of FIGS. 2A and

2B, in some examples.

[0005] FIGS. 4A and 4B are diagrams illustrating use case examples of

periodically determining estimated times of arrivals, according to an embodiment.

[0006] FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system upon which

embodiments described herein may be implemented.

[0007] FIG. 6 is a block diagram that illustrates a mobile computing device upon

which embodiments described herein may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] Examples described herein provide for a transport service arrangement

system to trigger or make a transport request on behalf of a user based on the

user's estimated time of arrival (ETA) to a specified location. The system can also

determine the ETA of a set of drivers or vehicles to the specified location. In this

manner, based on the ETAs, the system can trigger or make a transport request for

the user at a certain time (e.g., on behalf of the user), so that a vehicle can be



estimated to arrive at the specified location at substantially the same time as the

user. This can minimize the amount of time a user has t o wait for a vehicle when the

user makes a transport request once he or she arrives at a specified location.

[0009] According to some examples, the transport service arrangement system

can periodically determine or check (i) a first ETA of the user to a specified location

data point and (ii) a second ETA of at least a vehicle of a set of vehicles to the

specified location data point. The system can periodically compare the first ETA and

the second ETA t o determine if the first ETA and the second ETA are substantially

equal or are within a predetermined amount of time of each other. As described

herein, "substantially" means at least nearly a stated amount or quantity, or at least

90% of a stated quantity or expression. When the system determines that the first

and the second ETAs are substantially equal or are within a predetermined amount

of time of each other, the system can trigger or make a transport request for the

user. In one example, the system can select a driver to provide a transport service

for the user based, at least in part, on the specified location data point.

[0010] Depending on implementation, the first ETA can be determined based on

the user's position information (e.g., position information provided by the user's

device), map information, and/or transit information associated with the method of

transit specified by the user. For example, the user's device can periodically provide

its current location data point to the system, and the system can dynamically

determine the user's rate of travel based on the location data points. The system can

also use transit information, such as routes that a transit vehicle (e.g., a plane, a

train, a bus, a light-rail train, a bike, a car, etc.) can travel and/or predefined stops

or stations, along with the user's rate of travel to determine the first ETA. Similarly,

the second ETA can be determined based on location information of vehicles that are

within a predefined distance of the specified location data point and/or map

information. As referred herein, a location data point can correspond to a latitude

and a longitude coordinate, or another location coordinate using a different mapping

system.

[0011] Still further, in one example, the system can periodically determine and/or

compare the first ETA and the second ETA at the same rate, at different rates,

and/or at different instances of time. According to some examples, the system can

also dynamically adjust the rate in which the system periodically determines the first

ETA and the second ETA. For example, as the difference between the first ETA and



the second ETA becomes smaller (e.g., approaches zero or another predetermined

value), the system can determine and compare the first and second ETAs more

frequently.

[0012] Among other benefits and technical effect, some examples described

herein provide a mechanism to intelligently determine the appropriate time to make

a request for a service on behalf of a user based on data received from the user's

computing device. As compared to conventional approaches, by requesting the

service for users at a certain times, the system can eliminate the guesswork or

speculation by users in attempting to make a request at the right time, and can

reduce the overall amount of wait times for users. Still further, the system can

obtain data from both user devices and driver devices without user and driver

involvement, respectively, and can perform operations without user involvement for

a potentially a long period of time, thereby minimizing the inconvenience for the

user. In other words, the user does not have t o frequently check where he or she is,

and similarly, does not have t o frequently check the status of the drivers.

[0013] According to examples, a transport arrangement system is provided to

arrange transport as between drivers and riders (or alternatively "users"

"passengers" and variants thereof) in a manner that balances and optimizes the

interest of drivers and riders. This is in contrast to conventional approaches, where,

for example, transport providers may bunch at one location, or act in a manner that

is centric to themselves, as such providers generally lack awareness (e.g., positional

awareness) of other drivers. To the extent conventional transport providers utilize

dispatches, such dispatchers are generally not able t o anticipate transport requests,

and information about individual providers may be limited (e.g., geographically

course, based on drivers self-reporting location).

[0014] Moreover, the transport arrangement services can be provided in an

anticipatory manner, specifically to provide a trigger that can time a transport

request from a rider before the rider arrives at a pickup location. With

implementation of such a trigger, a request for transport can be triggered from the

rider (or on behalf of the rider) so that the rider has a minimal wait time when

arriving at a pickup location. A remote service further provides an ability to monitor

the rider (with rider approval or permission), in order to predict the rider's arrival at

the destination without disclosing the location information of the driver. The

prediction of the rider's arrival to the pickup location can be made objectively,



without influence from the rider, and without sacrificing the rider's privacy. I n this

regard, the remote transport arrangement service can obtain information that has

not been previously been available for use in arranging transport services-

specifically, location information and pickup times for riders who intend to receive

transport services at a pickup location, but who have yet to make such request (or

have transport arranged for them).

[0015] I n addition to predicting the rider's arrival to the pickup location, a remote

transport arrangement service can monitor and determine information affecting the

amount of time needed for a provider to drive to the pickup location. Under

conventional approaches, such information is unavailable to the riders, as no rider

could interface with multiple drivers absent use of technology such as described with

examples provided herein.

[0016] I n contrast to conventional approaches, examples as described monitor

for the real-time locations of transport providers and their current status, as well as

traffic and roadway congestions affecting the ability of transport providers to drive to

a pickup location. As the transport arrangement service can monitor riders who are

approaching a pickup location, the transport arrangement service can also anticipate

demand for transport providers when a given rider arrives at a pickup location. Such

information may not be available to the riders or drivers absent a remotely operated

transport arrangement service as described by various examples.

[0017] Moreover, examples recognize that, absent a remote service to arrange

transport, transport providers, whether operating as individuals or through

dispatchers, lack sufficient information and authority over one another to enable

optimization of how transport requests are answered. By way of example, drivers

lack information corresponding to, for example, the real-time location of other

drivers or riders, as well as information indicating status of drivers (e.g., driver has

no passengers, has a passenger and is on a trip, or is completing a trip). In

contrast, examples include a remotely implemented transport service which that

implements an objective selection process that balances the interests of drivers (to

field transport requests) and riders to receive transport services with minimal wait

times. As described, a remotely implemented transport service can be provided that

communicates with mobile computing devices of riders and drivers, in order to

determine information for optimizing the rider/service experience of riders and

drivers. The remotely implemented transport service can utilize secure



communication channels to identify position information of riders before the riders

request the transport service, for purpose of predicting the optimal moment when a

driver is to be requested (or dispatched) for the rider.

[0018] I n this regard, examples as described further technology utilized for

arranging on-demand services, by aggregating information from multiple sources in

a manner that could not previously be done by any one party or individual, for

purpose of providing predictive arrival time of riders to pickup location. By enabling

such predictive determinations, examples can further optimize the manner in which

transport requests are handled, to accommodate interests of both riders and drivers

collectively.

[0019] As used herein, a client device, a driver device, a computing device,

and/or a mobile device refer to devices corresponding to desktop computers, cellular

devices or smartphones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), laptop computers, tablet

devices, etc., that can provide network connectivity and processing resources for

communicating with the system over one or more networks. Client devices and

driver devices can each operate a designated service application (e.g., a client

application and a driver application, respectively) that is configured to communicate

with the transport service arrangement system. A driver device can also correspond

to a computing device that is installed in or incorporated with a vehicle, such as part

of the vehicle's on-board computing system.

[0020] Still further, examples described herein relate to a variety of on-demand

services, such as a transport service, a food truck service, a delivery service, an

entertainment service, etc. to be arranged between users and service providers. I n

other examples, the system can be implemented by any entity that provides goods

or services for purchase through the use of computing devices and network(s).

[0021] One or more examples described herein provide that methods,

techniques, and actions performed by a computing device are performed

programmatically, or as a computer-implemented method. Programmatically, as

used herein, means through the use of code or computer-executable instructions.

These instructions can be stored in one or more memory resources of the computing

device. A programmatically performed step may or may not be automatic.

[0022] One or more examples described herein can be implemented using

programmatic modules, engines, or components. A programmatic module, engine,

or component can include a program, a sub-routine, a portion of a program, or a



software component or a hardware component capable of performing one or

more stated tasks or functions. As used herein, a module or component can exist on

a hardware component independently of other modules or components.

Alternatively, a module or component can be a shared element or process of other

modules, programs or machines.

[0023] Some examples described herein can generally require the use of

computing devices, including processing and memory resources. For example, one or

more examples described herein may be implemented, in whole or in part, on

computing devices such as servers, desktop computers, cellular or smartphones,

personal digital assistants (e.g., PDAs), laptop computers, printers, digital picture

frames, network equipment (e.g., routers) and tablet devices. Memory, processing,

and network resources may all be used in connection with the establishment, use, or

performance of any example described herein (including with the performance of any

method or with the implementation of any system).

[0024] Furthermore, one or more examples described herein may be

implemented through the use of instructions that are executable by one or more

processors. These instructions may be carried on a computer-readable medium.

Machines shown or described with figures below provide examples of processing

resources and computer-readable mediums on which instructions for implementing

examples described herein can be carried and/or executed. I n particular, the

numerous machines shown with examples described herein include processor(s) and

various forms of memory for holding data and instructions. Examples of computer-

readable mediums include permanent memory storage devices, such as hard drives

on personal computers or servers. Other examples of computer storage mediums

include portable storage units, such as CD or DVD units, flash memory (such as

carried on smartphones, multifunctional devices or tablets), and magnetic memory.

Computers, terminals, network enabled devices (e.g., mobile devices, such as cell

phones) are all examples of machines and devices that utilize processors, memory,

and instructions stored on computer-readable mediums. Additionally, examples may

be implemented in the form of computer-programs, or a computer usable carrier

medium capable of carrying such a program.

[0025] SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

[0026] FIGS. 1A and I B illustrate example systems to arrange a transport service

for a user, under an embodiment. I n the example of FIG. 1A, a transport service



arrangement system 100 includes a dispatch 110, a client device interface 120, a

driver device interface 130, a client ETA determine, a request proxy 150, and a

plurality of databases, such as a transit information database 160, a map database

170, and a driver database 175. A plurality of client devices 180 and a plurality of

driver devices 190 (e.g., service provider devices) can communicate with the system

100 over one or more networks using, for example, respective designated service

applications 181, 191 that are configured t o communicate with the system 100. The

components of the system 100 can combine to determine ETAs for users and

drivers, and t o arrange on-demand services for users. Logic can be implemented

with various applications (e.g., software) and/or with hardware of a computer

system that implements the system 100.

[0027] Depending on implementation, one or more components of the system

100 can be implemented on network side resources, such as on one or more

servers. The system 100 can also be implemented through other computer systems

in alternative architectures (e.g., peer-to-peer networks, etc.). As an addition or an

alternative, some or all of the components of the system 100 can be implemented

on client devices, such as through applications that operate on the client devices 180

and/or the driver devices 190. For example, a client service application 181 and/or a

driver service application 191 can execute to perform one or more of the processes

described by the various components of the system 100. The system 100 can

communicate over a network, via a network interface (e.g., wirelessly or using a

wireline), to communicate with the one or more client devices 180 and the one or

more driver devices 190.

[0028] The system 100 can communicate, over one or more networks, with client

devices 180 and driver devices 190 using a client device interface 120 and a device

interface 130, respectively. The device interfaces 120, 130 can each manage

communications between the system 100 and the respective computing devices 180,

190. The client devices 180 and the driver devices 190 can individually operate client

service applications 181 and driver service applications 191, respectively, that can

interface with the device interfaces 120, 130 t o communicate with the system 100.

According to some examples, these applications can include or use an application

programming interface (API), such as an externally facing API, t o communicate data

with the device interfaces 120, 130. The externally facing API can provide access t o

the system 100 via secure access channels over the network through any number of



methods, such as web-based forms, programmatic access via restful APIs, Simple

Object Access Protocol (SOAP), remote procedure call (RPC), scripting access, etc.

[0029] The system 100 can enable users of client devices 180 t o request on-

demand transport services through use of the client applications 181. According to

some examples, typically, a user can make a transport request using the client

application 181 on the client device 180 and the client application 181 can transmit

the transport request to the system 100. The dispatch 110 can receive the transport

request, process the request, select a driver for the user, and send an invitation to

the selected driver's device 190. I f the selected driver accepts the invitation, the

system 100 can provide the information about the selected driver to the client device

180 and inform the user the ETA of the selected driver via the client application 181.

I n such examples, the user may typically make the transport request at a time when

the user is ready to be picked up for transport, as the system 100 begins t o process

the transport request immediately after receiving the transport request.

[0030] According to some examples, the client application 181 can present a user

interface to enable a user to select or specify a method of transit, a start location

data point, a specified or transfer location data point (e.g., a first destination

location point), a final destination location data point (e.g., a second destination

location point), a start time, and/or an end time. The client application 181 can

provide a selection user interface, for example, in which the user can select one of

multiple vehicle types or on-demand services (e.g., a first vehicle type such as a

sedan, a different second vehicle type such as an SUV, etc.). The selection user

interface, in one instance, can also include a pre-request vehicle type. When the

user selects the pre-request vehicle type, the user can provide input to specify the

various parameters for making a pre-request (e.g., a request for a later time).

[0031] As described herein, a method of transit can correspond to any method of

traveling from one point to another, including by bicycle, motorcycle, car, bus, ferry,

train, light-rail train, walking, etc. I n many cases, a method of transit can also have

corresponding transit information. As an example, a user may commute from San

Jose, California to San Francisco, California by train, which takes the user from a

first train station to a second train station (e.g., from the start location data point at

a San Jose train station to a transfer location data point at a San Francisco train

station). Once the user gets to the San Francisco train station, the user may want to

receive transport service from the San Francisco train station to his or her office two



miles away. Accordingly, a user can provide input via the user interface to specify

which method of transit the user is taking, where she is, and which location (e.g.,

station or stop) she is traveling to, for example, and then submit a pre-request 183

that includes such specified information.

[0032] As described herein, a pre-request 183 is a request indicating that a

transport service is needed at a time in the future (as compared to a time when the

pre-request 183 is made) to transport the user from a specified location to another

location. A pre-request 183, when received by the system 100, does not cause the

dispatch 110 t o immediately select a driver for the user (as compared to a typical

transport request, as described above), but instead can cause the system 100

trigger or make a transport request for the user at a later time based on the user's

ETA t o the specified location. When the client application 181 transmits a pre-

request 183, the system 100 can be triggered to perform operations in order to

determine when t o make a transport request on behalf of the user.

[0033] I n some examples, the pre-request 183 can include information about a

method of transit and/or a specified location data point corresponding to a location

that the user is traveling to (and subsequently needs a transport service from). The

pre-request 183 can also include other information, in some examples, such as the

user's identifier, a payment method, a vehicle type. The request proxy 150 can

receive the pre-request 183, and in response, can communicate with the client ETA

determine 140 and the dispatch 110 t o receive ETA information about the user and

the ETA information about vehicles, respectively. Depending on implementation, the

request proxy 150 can provide the specified location data point t o the client ETA

determine 140 and cause the client ETA determine 140 t o periodically determine the

ETA of the user to the specified location data point (referred to herein as the user

ETA 143). In another example, the client ETA determine 140 can receive the pre-

request 183 via the client device interface 120 and in response, periodically

determine the user ETA 143.

[0034] When the pre-request 183 is made, the client application 181 can

periodically transmit position information 141 of the user to the system 100. The

position information 141 can correspond to a current location data point of the user's

client device 180 at an instance in time. Such a location data point can be generated

by a location detection component of the client device 180 (e.g., a global positioning

system (GPS) receiver). In some examples, the client application 181 can transmit



the position information 141 even when the client application 181 is closed from

being displayed on the client device 180 (e.g., is running in the background), but not

shut down entirely. The client ETA determine 140 can periodically receive the user's

position information 141 (e.g., every two seconds, every five seconds, etc.) and

periodically determine the user ETA 143 based on the user's position information

141 (e.g., every ten minutes, every five minutes, etc.). For example, at an instance

in time when determining the user ETA 143, the client ETA determine 140 can

compute the user's rate of travel based on the position of the client device 180 at

one instance in time and the position of the client device 180 at a previous instance

in time. Similarly, three or more positions can be used t o determine both speed

and/or acceleration of the user (and bearing or direction of travel). The client ETA

determine 140 can determine the user ETA 143 based on the user's rate of travel.

Accordingly, the user ETA 143 can dynamically change at different instances of time,

as the user changes positions and speeds while traveling to the specified location

data point.

[0035] Depending on implementation, the client ETA determine 140 can also

periodically determine the user ETA 143 based on transit information 161 and/or

map information 171. The transit information database 160 can include information

about one or more methods of transit. For example, for a city bus system, the

transit information database 160 can store information about the buses in that

system, the bus routes, the times the buses operate on which routes, and/or the bus

stop locations. Similarly, in another example, for a train system, the transit

information database 160 can stored information about the different trains, the

location and paths of the train tracks, the train times, and the train station locations.

Although the transit information database 160 is illustrated as a single database, in

other example, the system 100 can include or be capable of accessing multiple

transit information databases.

[0036] The pre-request 183 can include information about the method of transit

that the user specifies that he or she will be traveling on t o the specified location.

Based on the specified method of transit, the client ETA determine 140 can access

the corresponding transit information 161 t o determine the user ETA 143. I n some

examples, the user may also input which specific train, bus, ferry, etc., that the user

is on or will take. As an example, if the user specified that she is traveling by train to

the San Francisco train station, the client ETA determine 140 can determine the



schedule of the trains that arrive at that train station, determine when the trains are

to arrive at that train station, determine the current location of the user when the

pre-request 183 was made, determine the route the trains takes, determine the

user's rate of travel, and/or determine the user's direction of travel in order to

determine the user ETA 143 to the San Francisco train station. By using transit

information 161, in some instances, the client ETA determine 140 may determine

the user ETA 143 with better accuracy (e.g., as opposed to just using the user's

position information 141).

[0037] The client ETA determine 140 can also use map information 171 to

determine the user ETA 143. The map database 170 can store map information 171

corresponding to different geographic regions, including information about highways,

roads, intersections, points of interest, geographical features, etc. (e.g., as latitude

and longitude coordinates). For example, the user may specify that the user's

method of transit is walking or biking. Because a user does not typically travel in a

straight line from the current location at the time the pre-request 183 was made, for

example, to the specified location, the client ETA determine 140 can use map

information 171 to determine the approximate distance the user would have to

travel by traveling on roads or streets. In another example, map information 171

can also be used in conjunction with transit information 161 to if the user was

traveling in another method of transit, such as a vehicle or a bus.

[0038] Using the position information 141, transit information 161, and/or map

information 171, the client ETA determine 140 can periodically determine the user

ETA 143 and provide the user ETA 143 to the request proxy 150. According to other

examples, the client ETA determine 140 can access other databases or sources, such

as third-party sources, to determine information about traffic, weather conditions,

accidents, road closures, etc., in order to periodically determine the user ETA 143.

Still further, in some examples, the system 100 can use transit information 161

and/or map information 171 to determine the user's specified location data point by

translating or correlating the user-inputted specified transit stop or station (e.g., San

Francisco train station) with a location data point (e.g., a coordinate).

[0039] I n addition to periodically determining the user ETA 143, the system 100

can also periodically determine the ETA of a vehicle (or the ETA corresponding to a

set of vehicles) to the specified location data point (referred to herein as the vehicle

ETA 143). For example, the vehicle ETA determine 112 of the dispatch 110 can



receive (from the client device interface 120 and/or from the request proxy 150) the

specified location data point from the pre-request 183. The vehicle ETA determine

112 can identify a set of drivers (or vehicles) that are available to provide transport

within a predetermined distance (referred to herein as a dispatch radius) from the

specified location data point (or in a predetermined region that includes the specified

location data point). I n one example, the vehicle ETA determine 112 can identify

only the set of drivers that drive vehicles corresponding to a specified vehicle type

(as indicated in the pre-request 183).

[0040] The vehicle ETA determine 112 can identify the set of drivers by accessing

the driver database 175. For example, the driver database 175 can be continuously

and periodically updated with the drivers' current locations and availability statuses

(e.g., by a driver tracking component that communicates with the driver device

interfaces 130, not shown in FIG. 1A). Each time the vehicle ETA determine 112

determines the vehicle ETA 143, the vehicle ETA determine 112 can access the

driver database 175 (and/or use map information 171) to identify a set of drivers in

the predetermined distance from the specified location data point (e.g., because

drivers are constantly changing position and some drivers may become available in

the region or unavailable, may enter the region or leave the region, etc.). The

vehicle ETA determine 112 can then determine individual vehicle ETAs for each of

the set of drivers based on the current location of the individual drivers and the

specified location data point. According to some examples, the vehicle determine

112 can determine the individual vehicle ETAs using the position information of

drivers, map information 171, and/or other information from other databases or

sources, such as information about traffic, weather conditions, accidents, road

closures, etc. (e.g., similar t o the computations performed by the client ETA

determine 140).

[0041] Once the individual vehicle ETAs are determined, depending on

implementation, the vehicle ETA determine 112 can identify the vehicle ETA 151 as

the individual vehicle ETA with the shortest or smallest ETA as compared to the

other individual vehicle ETAs of the set of drivers. I n another example, the vehicle

determine 112 can identify the vehicle ETA 151 as the average ETA of the individual

vehicle ETAs of the set of drivers. Still further, in some examples, a user of the

system 100 can configure the dispatch 110 t o adjust the dispatch radius for

identifying the set of vehicles and/or indicate how to determine the vehicle ETA 151.



Once the vehicle ETA 151 is determined, the vehicle ETA determine 112 can provide

the vehicle ETA 151 t o the request proxy 150.

[0042] The ETA match of the request proxy 150 can receive or retrieve the user

ETA 143 and the vehicle ETA 151, and periodically check or compare the ETAs 143,

151 in order to determine if/when the ETAs 143, 151 substantially match or are

within a predetermined amount of time of each other (depending on user

configuration). When the ETA match determines that the ETAs 143, 151 substantially

match or are within a predetermined amount of time of each other (at the time of

comparison), the request proxy 150 can trigger or make a transport request 155 on

behalf of the user. I n addition, depending on implementation, the request proxy 150

can trigger or make a transport request 155 when the user ETA 143 is larger than

the vehicle ETA 151 by a predetermined amount of time of each other (e.g., 1

minute), so that after the dispatch 110 processes the transport request 155, the

selected driver can potentially get to the specified location before the user. I n

another example, the request proxy 150 can trigger or make a transport request

155 when the vehicle ETA 151 is larger than the user ETA 143 by a predetermined

amount of time of each other.

[0043] As an example, if the user ETA 143 and the vehicle ETA 151 are both 5

minutes, the request proxy 150 can determine that the user and a driver may arrive

at the specified location data point at substantially the same time. As such, the

request proxy 150 can trigger or transmit the transport request 155 t o the dispatch

110 in order to cause the dispatch 110 t o begin processing the transport request 155

(similarly as though the user had made the transport request from the client

application 181 at this time). The transport request 155 can include a user identifier

(ID) or client device ID, and the pickup location as the specified location data point.

[0044] According to some examples, the request proxy 150 can determine how,

when, and/or how often the system 100 should determine the user ETA 143,

determine the vehicle ETA 151, and/or compare the ETAs 143, 151. An

administrative user of the system 100 can control the operation of the request proxy

150 by providing user input to change configuration of the request proxy 150. I n a

first example, the request proxy 150 can periodically determine the ETAs 143, 151

at substantially the same rate or frequency by (i) causing the client ETA determine

140 t o determine the user ETA 143 and subsequently receiving the user ETA 143,

and (ii) causing the vehicle ETA determine 112 t o determine the vehicle ETA 151 and



subsequently receiving the vehicle ETA 151 . Once the request proxy 150 receives

the ETAs 143, 151, the request proxy 150 can then periodically compare the ETAs

143, 151 (e.g., at substantially the same rate as determining the ETAs 143, 151).

[0045] I n another example, the request proxy 150 can periodically determine the

ETAs 143, 151 asynchronously. For example, the request proxy 150 can continue to

receive the ETAs 143, 151 every time the client ETA determine 140 periodically

determines the user ETA 143 and every time the vehicle ETA determine 112

determines the vehicle ETA 151. As an example, the vehicle ETA determine 112 can

periodically determine the vehicle ETA 151 at a first rate (e.g., every three seconds,

every five seconds, etc.), while the client ETA determine 140 can periodically

determine the user ETA 143 at a different second rate (e.g., every two minutes,

every three minutes, etc.). When it is time for the ETA match to compare the ETAs

143, 151, the ETA match can compare the latest ETAs 143, 151 it has received from

the client ETA determine 140 and the vehicle ETA determine 112.

[0046] Still further in some examples, the request proxy 150 can dynamically

change how often to determine the ETAs 143, 151 and/or compare the ETAs 143,

151 (referred to herein as checking the ETAs). The frequency of checking the ETAs

can be based on (i) the length of time of the last determined user ETA 143 or vehicle

ETA 151, and/or (ii) the difference between the last determined ETAs 143, 151 . For

example, as the difference between the ETAs 143, 151 approaches zero (e.g., the

ETAs are becoming more equal), the request proxy 150 can check the ETAs more

frequently. I n another example, if the difference becomes greater, the request proxy

150 can check the ETAs less frequently.

[0047] As an example, at time t=tl, the request proxy 150 can determine that

the user ETA 143 is one hour and that the vehicle ETA 151 is 3 minutes (difference

at time t=tl is 57 minutes). Time t=tl can correspond to a time just after the

request proxy 150 receives the pre-request 183. The first or default rate of checking

the ETAs 143, 151 can be every 3 minutes. However, because the difference

between the ETAs 143, 151 is greater than or equal t o a first threshold (e.g., 20

minutes), the request proxy 150 can check the ETAs 143, 151 every 10 minutes

instead (a second rate). The next time to check the ETAs 143, 151 can be at time

t=t2 (or t l + 10 min). At time t=t2, the user ETA 143 is 51 minutes and the vehicle

ETA 151 is 4 minutes. The request proxy 150 can continue to check at the rate of

every 10 minutes until the difference is less than the first threshold.



[0048] Once the difference is less than the first threshold, the request proxy 150

can check the ETAs 143, 151 every 3 minutes (back to the first rate). I f the

difference between the ETAs 143, 151 becomes less than a second threshold (e.g.,

10 minutes), the request proxy 150 can check the ETAs 143, 151 at a more frequent

third rate (e.g., every minute). When the difference is substantially 0 or within a

predetermined amount of time (e.g., 10 seconds, 30 seconds, etc.), the request

proxy 150 can transmit the transport request 155 t o the dispatch 110. I n this

manner, by changing the frequency of checking the ETAs 143, 151, the system 100

can reduce performing extra computations until necessary.

[0049] Referring back to FIG. 1A, when the dispatch 110 receives the transport

request 155, the request manage 114 can process the transport request 155

similarly as though it has received an on-demand transport request from the client

application 181. The driver select 116 can identify, from a set of drivers, a driver to

perform the transport service for the user. In one example, the vehicle ETA

determine 112 can provide, to the driver select 116, information about the last set of

drivers that the vehicle ETA determine 112 had identified in determining the vehicle

ETA 151. The driver select 116 can then select a driver from that set of drivers. The

dispatch 110 can transmit an invitation 193 t o the corresponding driver device 190

of the selected driver. I n addition, the dispatch 110 can transmit status information

117 t o the client device 180 of the user that made the pre-request 183, indicating

that a driver has been selected for the user (e.g., subsequently after the invitation

193 is accepted by the driver). Information about the driver can also be provided

with the status information 117. I n this manner, a transport service can be arranged

for a user and on behalf of the user based on the user's ETA t o a specified location.

[0050] FIG. I B illustrates another example system to arrange a transport service

for a user. FIG. I B is similar to FIG. 1A, but corresponds to an example in which a

system operated by a different entity or service (e.g., a third party system 100a as

compared to the transport arrangement system 100b) periodically checks the ETAs

143, 151 . For example, a client device 180 can include a third party application 182

that is created by a third party developer and designated to communicate with the

third party system 100a. However, the third party application 182 can also use one

or more APIs that are provided by the system 100b in order to communicate with

the system 100b through the client device interface 120b. According to an example,

through the use of the one or more APIs, a user operating the third party application



182 can view content or information provided by the system 100b along with

content or information provided by the system 100a.

[0051] The third party application 182 can provide a user interface(s) to enable

the user to make a pre-request 183, such as described with FIG. 1A. When the user

makes the pre-request 183, the client device interface 120a can receive information

from the pre-request 183 including the specified location data point that the user is

traveling to (or a specified location corresponding to a transit stop or station) and

the user's method of transit. The client ETA determine 140 can periodically receive

position information 141 from the client device 180 and can periodically determine

the user ETA 143 based on the user's position information 141, the specified location

data point, transit information 161, and/or map information 171, as described with

FIG. 1A.

[0052] I n addition, when the user makes the pre-request 183, the system 100b

can receive the pre-request 183 or some information from the pre-request 183, such

as the user or device ID, the specified location data point, and/or the specified

vehicle type. The vehicle ETA determine 112 can periodically determine the vehicle

ETA 151 based on the specified location data point, the current positions of the set

of available drivers that are within a predetermined distance of the specified location

data point, map information 171, real-time traffic information, weather information,

and/or road closure information, as described with FIG. 1A.

[0053] The request proxy 150 can periodically receive the user ETA 143 from the

client ETA determine 140 and can communicate with the third party application 182

t o periodically receive the vehicle ETA 151 . Because the third party application 182

can be in communication with both the third party system 100a and the system

100b, the request proxy 150 can periodically check the ETAs 143, 151, as described

in FIG. 1A. When the ETA match determines that the ETAs 143, 151 are substantially

equal or are within a predetermined amount of time of each other (e.g., within 30

seconds), the request proxy 150 can transmit a request trigger 153 t o the third

party application 182. The third party application 182 can then automatically

transmit the transport request 155 t o the dispatch 110 on behalf of the user. Such a

transport request 155 can be similar to a transport request that is transmitted from

the client device 180 t o the dispatch 110 using the client application 181, such as

described in FIG. 1A. I n fact, the client device 180 can store both applications 181,



182 concurrently, so that if the user wanted a transport service in real-time, the

user can use the client application 181 as opposed to the third party application 182.

[0054] As another alternative, one or more components of the third party system

100a and/or the system 100b can be provided as part of the third party application

182. For example, the request proxy 150 can be implemented as part of the third

party application 182 so that the user can input a pre-request 183 using the third

party application 182 and the request proxy 150 can schedule a time when to make

the transport request 155 for the user. The request proxy 150 can dynamically

update this time based on the user ETA 143 and the vehicle ETA 151 that it receives

over one or more networks from the third party system 100a and system 100b,

respectively. In another example, the client ETA determine 140 can be a part of the

third party application 182 so that the third party application 182 periodically

determines the user ETA 143 and communicates with the system 100 via the one or

more APIs t o periodically receive the vehicle ETA 151. Still further, in another

example, the third party application 182 can communicate with other sources over

one or more networks to receive transit information 161 and/or map information

171.

[0055] METHODOLOGY

[0056] FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate example methods for arranging a transport

service for a user, according to an embodiment. Methods such as described by

examples of FIGS. 2A and 2B can be implemented using, for example, components

described in FIGS. 1A or IB. Accordingly, references made to elements of FIGS. 1A

or I B are for purposes of illustrating a suitable element or component for performing

a step or sub-step being described.

[0057] I n FIG. 2A, a transport service arrangement system, such as the system

100 of FIG. 1A, can receive a pre-request for transport (210). Depending on

implementation, the pre-request can include a starting location (e.g., a current

location of the user when the pre-request was made, a starting transit station or

stop) (212), a specified or transfer location (e.g., where the user will end the travel

using a method of transit, such as a transit station or stop) (214), a destination

location (e.g., where the user wants to continue to travel to after using the method

of transit) (216), a method of transit (218), and/or other information, such as a

vehicle type. One of more of the locations can be provided as an address, a point of

interest, or a location data point.



[0058] According to an example, the user can operate an application (e.g., the

client application 181 of FIG. 1A or a third-party application 182 of FIG. IB) to

specify a method of transit that the user is planning on taking as part of the user's

trip. The application can display selectable features that the user can select to

specify the method of transit, such as different companies or brands of different

methods of transits (e.g., a commuter train line called TrainSystemA, a different

commuter train line called TrainSystemB). The user can specify the method of transit

(e.g., TrainSystemA), the start location (e.g., Sunnyvale train station), and an end

location (e.g., San Francisco train station). I n one example, the system 100 can

receive the pre-request with the specified information and access transit information

corresponding to the specified method of transit (e.g., the train schedule and station

information for TrainSystemA). The system 100 can then identify the address and/or

location data point of the Sunnyvale train station as the start location and/or the

address and/or location data point of the San Francisco train station as the transfer

location. Such information can also be used for purposes of determining the user

ETA. I n another example, the application can communicate with other applications

stored on the client device or other network services in order to access transit

information corresponding to the specified method of transit and determine the

starting location data point and/or the transfer location data point.

[0059] The system 100 can determine the user ETA from the user's current

location to the specified location data point (the first ETA, as shown in FIG. 2A)

(220) and concurrently, can determine the vehicle ETA for a vehicle (or a set of

vehicles) based on the position of the individual vehicles to the specified location

data point (the second ETA, as shown in FIG. 2A) (230). For example, the user ETA

can be determined based, at least in part, on the current position of the user (e.g.,

the last received/determined location data point of the user) and the specified

location data point, and/or other information, such as transit information

corresponding to the method of transit. Depending on implementation, the system

100 can determine the user ETA and the vehicle ETA at substantially the same time

or at different instances of time (e.g., different periods). The system 100 can

continuously determine the ETAs until the ETAs are determined to be substantially

equal.

[0060] For example, for illustrative purposes, FIG. 3 shows a diagram depicting

the user's first path of travel from a start location to a transfer location (e.g., a



specified location in which the user wants a transport service once the user gets off

the method of transit). The user's second path of travel (not shown in FIG. 3)

corresponding to the second (relayed) trip would be from the transfer location to the

user's destination location. For purpose of simplicity, the user's first path of travel is

shown as a straight line, whereas in reality, the user may travel along a route with

different turns, curves, portions of straight lines, etc., based on the user's method of

travel. The start location can correspond to the location inputted by the user in

conjunction with a method of transit, such as a starting station, stop, dock, etc. that

the user begins the first trip on. I n another example, the start location can

correspond to the location of the user when the user made the pre-request for

transport. The transfer location can correspond to an end location of the first trip

inputted by the user in conjunction with the method of transit, such as the end

station, stop, dock, etc., that the user ends the first trip on, or an inputted or

selected pickup location specified by the user for a transport service.

[0061] The system 100 can periodically determine the user ETA by determining

the user's position information. For example, at one instance in time (illustrated by

FIG. 3), the system 100 can determine the user ETA, shown as ETA1 (14 minutes),

based on the current location of the user (or the last received/determined location

data point of the user), one or more previous location data points of the user, the

specified method of transit, transit information, mapping information, traffic

information, and/or the transfer location data point. The system 100 can also

determine the vehicle ETA by (i) identifying, at this instance in time, a set of

drivers/vehicles having a position within the dispatch radius, R, of the transfer

location data point (or within a specified region that includes the transfer location

data point), and (ii) determining the individual ETAs of the set of drivers to the

transfer location data point.

[0062] For example, the system 100 identified 5 drivers within the dispatch

radius, R. The system 100 can determine the ETAs for each of the 5 drivers, D1_ETA

(4 minutes), D2_ETA (5 minutes), D3_ETA (4 minutes), D4_ETA (6.5 minutes), and

D5_ETA (2.5 minutes). Depending on implementation, the system 100 can

determine the vehicle ETA by selecting the shortest ETA (e.g., D5_ETA), selecting

the longest ETA (e.g., D4_ETA), averaging all the ETAs (e.g., 4.4 minutes), or

averaging a set of the ETAs (e.g., average the three shortest ETAs, so 3.5 minutes),

or using other variations.



[0063] Referring back to FIG. 2A, after determining the user ETA and the vehicle

ETA, the system 100 can determine if the user ETA and the vehicle ETA are

substantially equal or is within a predetermined amount of time of each other (e.g.,

30 seconds) (240). I n some examples, the system 100 can compare the ETAs every

time it determines the user ETA and the vehicle ETA (e.g., periodically check the

ETAs at substantially the same frequency as periodically determining the user ETA

and the vehicle ETA). I f the ETAs do not substantially match or are not within a

predetermined amount of time of each other, the system 100 can continue to

determine the ETAs at the next instance of time. In this manner, the system 100 can

continue to periodically check the ETAs until it determines when the user ETA and

the vehicle ETA are substantially equal or within a predetermined amount of time of

each other. I n some examples, the system 100 can change how often it checks the

ETAs based on the difference of the ETAs. Referring back to FIG. 3, the ETA1 (14

minutes) does not substantially match the vehicle ETA (such as the shortest ETA, 2.5

minutes for D5_ETA). The system 100 can continue to periodically determine the

ETAs (as the movements of the user and the drivers change) until the user ETA and

the vehicle substantially match.

[0064] When the system 100 determines that the ETAs are substantially equal or

within a predetermined amount of time of each other, the system 100 can make or

trigger a request for transport on behalf of the user (250). The request can include a

pickup location, which corresponds to the transfer location data point, as well as

other information, such as the user ID. By making or triggering the request for

transport, the system 100 can perform the transport service arrangement process by

selecting a driver to provide the transport service for the user. The system 100 can

then notify the user of the transport service and provide the user with information

about the vehicle ETA and/or the location for pickup (e.g., the specified location data

point). I n this manner, the system 100 can automatically process a request for the

user even before the user arrives at the transfer location, as opposed t o the user

having to make a transport request once she arrives at the San Francisco train

station and then having to wait a certain amount of time for a selected driver to

arrive.

[0065] As an addition or an alternative, the system 100 can also transmit one or

more status messages t o the application on the client device in order to cause the

application to provide updates to the user as t o when the transport request will be



made for the user. For example, based on the comparison of the ETAs, if the system

100 determines that the difference between the ETAs (the user ETA is 7 minutes and

the driver ETA is 3 minutes) has reached a certain pre-configured amount of time

(e.g., the difference of 4 minutes), the system 100 can inform the user that the

transport request will be made for the user in approximately 4 minutes. In addition,

the system 100 can also inform the user that the user is approximately 7 minutes

away from the specified location. Still further, if the user has provided the

destination location (216), the system 100 can also calculate the estimate time of

arrival from the specified location to the destination location (e.g., 15 minutes). The

system 100 can inform the user that the user is approximately 22 minutes (7

minutes plus 15 minutes) away from the destination location. Additionally, in some

examples, by enabling the user to make a pre-request, the user can tentatively

schedule a transport service but have the ability to cancel or prevent the actual

request for transport from being made before being notified that the transport

service has been made and/or arranged for the user.

[0066] FIG. 2B is another example method for arranging a transport service for a

user. The method in FIG. 2B is similar to the method of FIG. 2A, but illustrates the

system 100 dynamically changing the frequency of determining and comparing

ETAs. According to an example, the system 100 receives a pre-request for transport

(260), which can include information about a starting location (262), a specified or

transfer location (264), a destination location (266), and/or a method of transit

(268). The system 100 can periodically determine (i) the user ETA t o the specified

location data point based on the user's position information (270), and (ii) the

vehicle ETA t o the specified location data point (275). In this example, the system

100 can periodically determine the user ETA and the vehicle ETA and concurrently at

a first rate (e.g., every 8 minutes).

[0067] According to an example, at every instance when the ETAs are

determined, the system 100 can also compare the ETAs t o determine if the ETAs are

within a first predetermined amount of time of each other (e.g., 5 minutes) (280). If

the ETAs are different by more than the first predetermined amount of time (e.g.,

the user ETA is 20 minutes but the vehicle ETA is 2 minutes), the system 100 can

continue to periodically determine the ETAs and/or compare the ETAs at the first

rate. I f the ETAs is equal t o or within the first predetermined amount of time of each

other (e.g., the user ETA is 7 minutes but the vehicle ETA is 3 minutes), the system



100 can determine the ETAs (285, 290), and/or compare the ETAs at a second,

faster rate (e.g., every 1 minute).

[0068] The system 100 can determine whether the ETAs are substantially equal

or within a shorter, second predetermined amount of time of each other (e.g., 30

seconds) (295). I f not, the system 100 can continue to periodically determine the

ETAs and/or compare the ETAs at the second rate. If yes, the system 100 can make

or trigger a request for transport on behalf of the user, such as described with FIGS.

1A through 2A (297).

[0069] FIGS. 4A and 4B are diagrams illustrating use case examples of

periodically determining the ETAs. I n FIG. 4A, the system 100 is first comparing the

user ETA with the vehicle ETA at a first rate (e.g., every 5 minutes). At a first time,

t=tl, the user ETA is 20 minutes and the vehicle ETA is 6 minutes. The next instance

in time, t=t2, the user ETA is 16 minutes and the vehicle ETA is 5 minutes. At an

instance when the system 100 determines that the ETAs are within a first threshold

amount (e.g., 5 minutes) of each other, the system 100 can periodically compare

the ETAs at a second rate (e.g., every 1 minute). For example, in FIG. 4A, at time

t=t3, the system 100 has determined that the user ETA and the vehicle ETA are

within the first threshold amount.

[0070] The next time, t=t4, that the system 100 determines and/or compares

the ETAs can be 1 minute later. The system 100 can then periodically determine

and/or compare the ETAs at the second rate until it determines that the ETAs are

within a second threshold amount (e.g., 30 seconds) of each other. When the

system 100 determines that the ETAs are within the second threshold amount, the

system 100 can trigger or make a request for transport on behalf of the user. Note

that the vehicle ETA can change over time as vehicles move and change positions

and drivers can change statuses, such as from being available to being unavailable

or from being unavailable to available.

[0071] FIG. 4B illustrates another example in which the system 100 periodically

compare the ETAs at three different rates. The system 100 may have been

periodically comparing ETAs at a first rate, such as every 10 minutes (e.g., starting

from when the user ETA was 1.5 hours after the pre-request was made). When the

system 100 determines that the ETAs are within a first threshold amount (e.g., 10

minutes), the system 100 can start to periodically determine and/or compare ETAs

at a second rate (e.g., every 5 minutes). When the system 100 determines that the



ETAs are within a second threshold amount (e.g., 5 minutes), the system 100 can

start t o periodically determine and/or compare ETAs at a third rate (e.g., every 1

minute). When the system 100 determines that the ETAs are within a third threshold

amount (e.g., 1.5 minutes in the example of FIG. 4B), the system 100 can trigger or

make a request for transport on behalf of the user. I n this manner, the system 100

can dynamically check for ETA updates more frequently as the difference between

the ETAs approach zero.

[0072] HARDWARE DIAGRAMS

[0073] FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system upon which

embodiments described herein may be implemented. For example, in the context of

FIGS. 1A or IB, the system 100 may be implemented using a computer system such

as described by FIG. 5 . The system 100 may also be implemented using a

combination of multiple computer systems as described by FIG. 5 .

[0074] I n one implementation, a computer system 500 includes processing

resources 510, a main memory 520, a read only memory (ROM) 530, a storage

device 540, and a communication interface 550. The computer system 500 includes

at least one processor 510 for processing information and the main memory 520,

such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device, for

storing information and instructions to be executed by the processor 510. The main

memory 520 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate

information during execution of instructions to be executed by the processor 510.

The computer system 500 may also include the ROM 530 or other static storage

device for storing static information and instructions for the processor 510. A storage

device 540, such as a magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided for storing

information and instructions, including vehicle ETA determine instructions 542, client

ETA determine instructions, and request proxy instructions 546.

[0075] For example, the processor 510 can execute the vehicle ETA determine

instructions 542 to implement logic for periodically determining the vehicle ETA for

one or more of a set of vehicles, such as described in FIGS. 1A through 4B, and

execute the client ETA determine instructions 544 to implement logic for periodically

determining the user ETA, such as described in FIGS. 1A through 4B. The processor

510 can also execute the request proxy instructions 546 to implement logic for

receiving pre-requests 552 from applications, periodically comparing ETAs, and



triggering or making requests for transport on behalf of users, such as described in

FIGS. 1A through 4B.

[0076] The communication interface 550 can enable the computer system 500 t o

communicate with one or more networks 580 (e.g., cellular network) through use of

the network link (wireless or wireline). Using the network link, the computer system

500 can communicate with one or more other computing devices and/or one or more

other servers or datacenters. In some variations, the computer system 500 can

receive a pre-request 552 from an application running on a client device of a user

via the network link. The pre-request 552 can include the user I D or device ID, a

start location, a specified/transfer location, a destination location, information about

a method of transit, and/or a vehicle type selection.

[0077] The processor 510, through execution of instructions, can determine when

the user ETA and the vehicle ETA is substantially equal or within a predetermined

amount of time of each other. When this determination is made, the processor 510,

through execution of instructions, can make or trigger a request for transport on

behalf of the user and transmit a status information 554 t o the client device to

inform the user that the request has been made, such as described in FIGS. 1A

through 4B.

[0078] The computer system 500 can also include a display device 560, such as a

cathode ray tube (CRT), an LCD monitor, or a television set, for example, for

displaying graphics and information to a user. One or more input mechanisms 570,

such as a keyboard that includes alphanumeric keys and other keys, can be coupled

t o the computer system 500 for communicating information and command selections

to the processor 510. Other non-limiting, illustrative examples of input mechanisms

570 include a mouse, a trackball, touch-sensitive screen, or cursor direction keys for

communicating direction information and command selections to the processor 510

and for controlling cursor movement on the display 560.

[0079] Examples described herein are related to the use of the computer system

500 for implementing the techniques described herein. According to one

embodiment, those techniques are performed by the computer system 500 in

response to the processor 510 executing one or more sequences of one or more

instructions contained in the main memory 520. Such instructions may be read into

the main memory 520 from another machine-readable medium, such as the storage

device 540. Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in the main



memory 520 causes the processor 510 t o perform the process steps described

herein. I n alternative implementations, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of

or in combination with software instructions to implement examples described

herein. Thus, the examples described are not limited to any specific combination of

hardware circuitry and software.

[0080] FIG. 6 is a block diagram that illustrates a mobile computing device upon

which embodiments described herein may be implemented. In one embodiment, a

computing device 600 may correspond to a mobile computing device, such as a

cellular device that is capable of telephony, messaging, and data services. The

computing device 600 can correspond to a client device or a driver device. Examples

of such devices include smartphones, handsets or tablet devices for cellular carriers.

The computing device 600 includes a processor 610, memory resources 620, a

display device 630 (e.g., such as a touch-sensitive display device), one or more

communication sub-systems 640 (including wireless communication sub-systems),

input mechanisms 650 (e.g., an input mechanism can include or be part of the

touch-sensitive display device), one or more location detection mechanisms (e.g.,

GPS component) 660, and a camera (not shown in FIG. 6). I n one example, at least

one of the communication sub-systems 640 sends and receives cellular data over

data channels and voice channels.

[0081] The processor 610 can provide a variety of content to the display 630 by

executing instructions and/or applications that are stored in the memory resources

620. For example, the processor 610 is configured with software and/or other logic

to perform one or more processes, steps, and other functions described with

implementations, such as described by FIGS. 1A through 5, and elsewhere in the

application. In particular, the processor 610 can execute instructions and data stored

in the memory resources 620 in order to operate a client service application or a

third-party application, as described in FIGS. 1A through 5 . Still further, the

processor 610 can cause one or more user interfaces 615 to be displayed on the

display 630, such as one or more user interfaces provided by the service application.

Such a user interface 615 can display selectable features, for example, to enable the

user to specify a method of transit, a start station or stop (or a start location data

point), an end station or stop (or a specified location data point), and/or a final

destination the user wants to travel to.



[0082] A user can operate the computing device 600 to operate the client

application in order to make a pre-request 645 for a transport service. The pre-

request 645 can include the method of transit, the start location data point, the

specified location data point, and/or a vehicle type selection. I n one example, after

the pre-request 645 is made, the client application can periodically receive or

determine location data point 665 from the GPS component 660 and periodically

provide the location data point 665 to the transport arrangement system (not shown

in FIG. 6). The transport arrangement system can use the location data point 665 to

determine the user ETA t o the specified location data point, as described in FIGS. 1A

through 5 . While FIG. 6 is illustrated for a mobile computing device, one or more

examples may be implemented on other types of devices, including full-functional

computers, such as laptops and desktops (e.g., PC).

[0083] I t is contemplated for examples described herein to extend to individual

elements and concepts described herein, independently of other concepts, ideas or

system, as well as for examples to include combinations of elements recited

anywhere in this application. Although examples are described in detail herein with

reference to the accompanying drawings, it is t o be understood that the concepts are

not limited to those precise examples. Accordingly, it is intended that the scope of

the concepts be defined by the following claims and their equivalents. Furthermore,

it is contemplated that a particular feature described either individually or as part of

an example can be combined with other individually described features, or parts of

other examples, even if the other features and examples make no mentioned of the

particular feature. Thus, the absence of describing combinations should not preclude

having rights to such combinations.



What is being claimed is:

1 . A method of arranging a transport service for a user, the method being

performed by a computing device and comprising :

remotely and securely monitoring a user device for position information as the

user travels to a pickup location;

periodically determining, from the monitoring, (i) a first estimated time of

arrival (ETA) of a user to a specified location data point based, at least in part, on

the position of a user device operated by the user, and (ii) a second ETA of a vehicle

of a set of vehicles to the specified location data point;

determining when the first ETA and the second ETA are within a

predetermined amount of time of each other; and

in response to determining that the first ETA and the second ETA are within

the predetermined amount of time of each other, selecting a driver to provide a

transport service for the user based, at least in part, on the specified location data

point, without communicating to the driver in advance of the selection about the

rider or pickup location.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising :

receiving, from the user device, at least one of (i) a starting location data

point, (ii) the specified location data point, or (iii) a method of transit.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein determining the first ETA at an instance in

time includes determining a rate of travel based on a position of the user device at

the instance in time and a previous position of the user device at a previous instance

in time.

4 . The method of claim 2, wherein periodically determining the first ETA includes

using at least one of (i) map information of a geographic region that includes the

starting location data point and the specified location data point, or (ii) a schedule

corresponding to the method of transit.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein periodically determining the second ETA

includes identifying the set of vehicles each having a position within a predefined

distance of the specified location data point.



6 . The method of claim 5, wherein the set of vehicles includes two or more

vehicles, and wherein determining the second ETA at an instance in time includes

determining an individual ETA for each of the vehicles in the set at the instance in

time, and identifying which of the individual ETAs is the smallest ETA.

7 . The method of claim 5, wherein the set of vehicles includes two or more

vehicles, and wherein determining the second ETA at an instance in time includes

determining an individual ETA for each of the vehicles in the set at the instance in

time, and determining an average ETA of the individual ETAs.

8 . A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing instructions that, when

executed by a processor of a computing device, causes the computing device to:

periodically determine, at a first rate, (i) a first estimated time of arrival (ETA)

of a user to a specified location data point based, at least in part, on a position of

the computing device operated by the user, and (ii) a second ETA of a vehicle of a

set of vehicles to the specified location data point;

determine when the first ETA and the second ETA are within a first

predetermined amount of time of each other;

periodically determine, at a second rate that is greater than the first rate, (i)

the first ETA, and (ii) the second ETA;

determine when the first ETA and the second ETA are within a second

predetermined amount of time of each other, the second predetermined amount of

time being smaller than the first predetermined amount of time; and

in response to determining that the first ETA and the second ETA are within

the second predetermined amount of time of each other, select a driver to provide a

transport service for the user based, at least in part, on the specified location data

point.

9 . The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 8, wherein the

instructions cause the computing device to further:

receive, from the user device, at least one of (i) a starting location data point,

(ii) the specified location data point, or (iii) a method of transit.



10. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 9, wherein the

instructions cause the computing device to determine the first ETA at an instance in

time by determining a rate of travel based on a position of the user device at the

instance in time and a previous position of the user device at a previous instance in

time.

11. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 8, wherein the

instructions cause the computing device to periodically determine the first ETA by

using at least one of (i) map information of a geographic region that includes the

starting location data point and the specified location data point, or (ii) a schedule

corresponding to the method of transit.

12. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 8, wherein the

instructions cause the computing device to periodically determine the second ETA by

identifying the set of vehicles each having a position within a predefined distance of

the specified location data point.

13. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the set of

vehicles includes two or more vehicles, and wherein the instructions cause the

computing device to determine the second ETA at an instance in time by determining

an individual ETA for each of the vehicles in the set at the instance in time, and

identifying which of the individual ETAs is the smallest ETA.

14. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein the set of

vehicles includes two or more vehicles, and wherein the instructions cause the

computing device to determine the second ETA at an instance in time by determining

an individual ETA for each of the vehicles in the set at the instance in time, and

determining an average ETA of the individual ETAs.

15. A method of arranging a transport service for a user, the method being

performed by a computing device and comprising :

periodically determining (i) a first estimated time of arrival (ETA) of a user to

a specified location data point based, at least in part, on a position of a user device

operated by the user, (ii) and a second ETA of a vehicle of a set of vehicles to the

specified location data point;



determining when the first ETA and the second ETA are within a

predetermined amount of time of each other; and

in response to determining that the first ETA and the second ETA are within

the predetermined amount of time of each other, transmitting a communication to

an application operating on the user device, the communication causing the

application to transmit a request for transport service to a remote system.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising :

receiving, from the user device, at least one of (i) a starting location data

point, (ii) the specified location data point, or (iii) a method of transit.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein determining the first ETA at an instance in

time includes determining a rate of travel based on a position of the user device at

the instance in time and a previous position of the user device at a previous instance

in time.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the rate of travel is based on the method of

transit.

19. The method of claim 16, wherein periodically determining the first ETA

includes using at least one of (i) map information of a geographic region that

includes the starting location data point and the specified location data point, or (ii)

a schedule corresponding to the method of transit.

20. The method of claim 15, wherein periodically determining the second ETA

includes periodically receiving information about the second ETA from the user

device.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 16 January 2016 (16.01.2016)

What is being claimed is:

1. A method of arranging a transport service, the method being

performed by a computing device and comprising :

remotely and securely monitoring a user device for position

information as the user travels to a pickup location;

periodically determining, from the monitoring, (i) a first estimated

time of arrival (ETA) of a user to a specified location data point based, at

least in part, on the position of a user device operated by the user, and

(ii) a second ETA to the specified location data point for a set of vehicles,

based at least in part on a position of at least one vehicle in the set of

vehicles;

determining when the first ETA and the second ETA are within a

predetermined threshold amount of time of each other; and

in response to determining that the first ETA and the second ETA

are within the predetermined threshold amount of time of each other,

selecting the vehicle to provide a transport service for the user based, at

least in part, on the specified location data point, without communicating

to a driver of the vehicle in advance of the selection about the rider or

pickup location.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising :

receiving, from the user device, at least one of (i) a starting location

data point, (ii) the specified location data point, or (iii) a method of

transit.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein determining the first ETA at an

instance in time includes determining a rate of travel based on a position

of the user device at the instance in time and a previous position of the

user device at a previous instance in time.



4 . The method of claim 2, wherein periodically determining the first

ETA includes using at least one of (i) map information of a geographic

region that includes the starting location data point and the specified

location data point, or (ii) a schedule corresponding to the method of

transit.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein periodically determining the second

ETA includes identifying individual vehicles in the set of vehicles having a

corresponding position within a predefined distance of the specified

location data point.

6 . The method of claim 5, wherein determining the second ETA at an

instance in time includes determining an ETA for individual vehicles in the

set of vehicles at the instance in time, and identifying which of the

determined ETAs is the smallest ETA.

7 . The method of claim 5, wherein determining the second ETA at an

instance in time includes determining an ETA for individual vehicles in the

set of vehicles at the instance in time, and determining an average ETA

from each of the determined ETAs.

8 . A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing instructions

that, when executed by a processor of a computing device, causes the

computing device to :

periodically determine, at a first rate, (i) a first estimated time of

arrival (ETA) of a user to a specified location data point based, at least in

part, on a position of the computing device operated by the user, and (ii)

a second ETA to the specified location data point for a set of vehicles,

based at least in part on a position of at least one vehicle in the set of

vehicles;

determine that the first ETA and the second ETA are within a first

predetermined threshold amount of time of each other;



periodically determine, at a second rate that is greater than the first

rate, (i) the first ETA, and (ii) the second ETA;

determine when the first ETA and the second ETA are within a

second predetermined threshold amount of time of each other, the second

predetermined threshold amount of time being smaller than the first

predetermined threshold amount of time; and

in response to determining that the first ETA and the second ETA

are within the second predetermined threshold amount of time, select a

vehicle from the set of vehicles to provide a transport service for the user

based, at least in part, on the specified location data point.

9 . The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 8, wherein

the instructions cause the computing device to further:

receive, from the computing device operated by the user, at least

one of (i) a starting location data point, (ii) the specified location data

point, or (iii) a method of transit.

10. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 9, wherein

the instructions cause the computing device to determine the first ETA at

an instance in time by determining a rate of travel based on a position of

the user device at the instance in time and a previous position of the user

device at a previous instance in time.

11. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 8, wherein

the instructions cause the computing device to periodically determine the

first ETA by using at least one of (i) map information of a geographic

region that includes the starting location data point and the specified

location data point, or (ii) a schedule corresponding to the method of

transit.

12. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 8, wherein

the instructions cause the computing device to periodically determine the



second ETA by identifying at least one vehicle in the set of vehicles having

a position within a predefined distance of the specified location data point.

13. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein

the instructions cause the computing device to determine the second ETA

at an instance in time by determining an individual ETA for each of the

individual vehicles in the set at the instance in time, and identifying which

of the determined ETAs is the smallest ETA.

14. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of claim 12, wherein

the instructions cause the computing device to determine the second ETA

at an instance in time by determining an ETA for each of the individual

vehicles in the set at the instance in time, and determining an average

ETA of the determined ETAs.

15. A method of arranging a transport service for a user, the method

being performed by a computing device and comprising :

periodically determining (i) a first estimated time of arrival (ETA) of

a user to a specified location data point based, at least in part, on a

position of a user device operated by the user, (ii) and a second ETA to

the specified location data point for a set of vehicles based at least in part

on a position of at least one vehicle in the set of vehicles;

determining when the first ETA and the second ETA are within a

predetermined threshold amount of time of each other; and

in response to determining that the first ETA and the second ETA

are within the predetermined threshold amount of time of each other,

transmitting a communication to an application operating on the user

device, the communication causing the application to transmit a request

for transport service to a remote system.



16. The method of claim 15, further comprising :

receiving, from the user device, at least one of (i) a starting location

data point, (ii) the specified location data point, or (iii) a method of

transit.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein determining the first ETA at an

instance in time includes determining a rate of travel based on a position

of the user device at the instance in time and a previous position of the

user device at a previous instance in time.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the rate of travel is based on the

method of transit.

19. The method of claim 16, wherein periodically determining the first

ETA includes using at least one of (i) map information of a geographic

region that includes the starting location data point and the specified

location data point, or (ii) a schedule corresponding to the method of

transit.

20. The method of claim 15, wherein periodically determining the

second ETA includes periodically receiving information about the second

ETA from the user device.
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